In this paper is explored a way to reduce the rate of reclustering and speed up the clustering process on categorical time-evolving data. This method introduces two algorithms RDE (Replicated Data Elimination) and RCRDE. The RDE algorithm removes the successive surveys of replicated data and considers counters to keep this data. Hence the number of created windows via the sliding window technique is limited and this leads to decrease the number of implementations of clustering algorithm. The RCRDE algorithm based on MARDL (MAximal Resemblance Data Labeling) framework decides about re-clustering implementation or modification of previous clustering results. The presented method is independent of clustering algorithm's type and any kind of categorical clustering algorithm can be used. According to the results obtained on different data sets, this method performs well in practice and facilitates the clustering implementation on categorical data. Also, this method can be utilized to cluster a very large categorical static database with higher quality than previous work.
INTRODUCTION
The data streams due to evolving the large number of applications turn to a major problem. Therefore clustering techniques considerably is surveyed in order to explore and analysis extracting information from streams [1] . One challenging problem in the field of the clustering data streams is that the concept of interest may be related to some hidden context, have not been clearly in default features. This means that user tries to understand the concept of data witch change with time [3] , [2] . For example, the customer's preferences and buying patterns may change with time, related to the current day of the week, availability of alternatives, discounting rate, etc. When the data stream is changes with time, the result of clustering on the data must be modified. In overall, in the performance of clustering on the time-evolving data, the quality of cluster should be preserved and the demands of users also be considered, which requires adjustment of clustering results.
Clustering on the time-evolving data in numerical domains has been evaluated in several studies [1] , [4] , [6] , [7] , [22] , [24] , [23] , [25] . Yet there are many categorical data sets that this issue has not been widely resolved in them. For example, the browsing history of users is stored by web logs or documents in various applications are changing with time. Most of the works done in the context of clustering categorical data focuses on doing clustering on the entire data set and do not pay attention to the drifting concepts problem. Hence an effective method for clustering on the categorical time-evolving data requires to be addressed. Gaber et al in [4] proposed an algorithm that utilizes clustering results to identify the drifting concepts in the numerical domain. In this strategy an online clustering algorithm is performed at any time frame that used a distance threshold technique for assigning new points to existing clusters. Also in this method several numerical characteristics such as the mean size of clusters and the mean and standard deviation of cluster centers are used to represent clustering. However this method due to complexity of explanation numerical characteristics of clusters in categorical domain is impractical. A similar approach with [4] for clustering time-evolving data in the categorical domain is proposed in [5] which named MARDL framework. In this framework for detecting the drifting concepts, the sliding windows technique is used. In this approach, drifting concepts is described by analyzing the relationship between the clustering results at different times in sliding windows. Then the clustering result based on current concept is created. The implementation of MARDL on a categorical data set with twenty data points is shown in Figure. 1. This paper focuses on a method for implementing clustering on the categorical time-evolving data. The main goal of this method is to reduce the execution time of clustering on categorical time-evolving data relative to MARDL framework, which its re-clustering rate is high .RCRDE method consists of four parts: a Replicated Data Elimination (RDE) algorithm that analyzes the data received from input in order to create a sliding window without repetitive data, a data-labeling algorithm that determines the Nearest cluster label for each data point of the current sliding window based on the last clustering results, a categorical data clustering algorithm that can be any categorical data clustering algorithm, and RCRDE algorithm that recognize the difference of cluster distributions between generated clustering result in current sliding window and last sliding window.
[23], [24] , [25] . First, in a study by Aggarwal et al [1] the problem of data stream over time is discussed and CluStream model for clustering on the data stream in the various times is proposed. In this model, clustering process is composed of an online component which periodically stores information in terms of micro-clusters at snapshots in time that is used by an
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The description of this paper is as follows: a review of related works (Section.2), define RCRDE method and its related formulas and algorithms (Section.3). RCRDE method performance is studied on data sets (Section.4) and conclusions (Section.5).
RELATED WORK
Clustering on the time-evolving data in numerical domains has been evaluated in several studies [1] , [4] , [6] , [7] , [22] , offline component which is dependent on user-defined inputs such as the time horizon or the number of clusters. This process provides flexibility to an analyst in an environment, which is changing with time. Cao et al in [6] proposed an approach for discovering clusters of arbitrary shape in an evolving data stream. Based on concept of density a coremicro-cluster synopsis is designed to summarize the clusters instead of the snapshots with constant number of microclustering.
Data points d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 d10 d11 d12 d13 d14 d15 d16 d17 d18 d19 d20 p1 Chakrabarti et al in [7] , presented an evolutionary clustering framework, which generates effective clustering results for numerical domain that change over time. In this framework, the clustering should be of high quality at any time. yet, it must ensure that clustering results do not change in any time step in Compare with previous time stamp. Also, in this framework evolutionary version of two algorithms K-means and agglomerative hierarchical clustering is considered. The framework presented in [4] , measures online deviation of the clustering results to detect changes in data distribution over time, then an offline voting-based classification algorithm links each change with a previously encountered event.
As is mentioned earlier in this paper, implementation of clustering on numerical time-evolving data has been widely studied, But there is not enough attention to the issue of clustering categorical time evolving data. In general, the issue of clustering categorical data was discussed for the first time in [8] by Han et al, which cluster is proposed based on approaches for clustering related categorical data using association rules, and clustering related transactions data. Gibson et al [9] considered the problem of clustering categorical domain as a type of nonlinear dynamical systems.
In this approach the categorical data set can be clustered when the dynamical system converged. Huang et al [10] extended the K-means algorithm for clustering on categorical data, called K-modes. Based on this algorithm, several algorithms were created for different applications presented such as fuzzy k-modes [11] , initial points refinement [12] .
In ROCK algorithm presented by Guha et al [13] instead of using distance metric for measuring similarity between data points, a concept of links was used to measure similarity, because algorithms that employed distances metric between points for clustering are not suitable for categorical data. In other words, ROCK is an agglomerative hierarchical clustering, which each point is considered as a distinct cluster. Then the clusters that are nearest neighbors merged until the number of clusters equal to the number of clusters is determined. The CACTUS [14] is an algorithm based on summarization for clustering on categorical data. CLICK [15] implements the clustering on the categorical domain based on a search for kpartite maximal groups and to ensure complete search using a selective vertical method. In this algorithm, the categorical data set as k-partite graphs is considered, which means each cluster is corresponding to a k-partite. Both COOLCAT [16] and LIMBO [17] algorithms are created based on statistics. COOLCAT places data points into the clusters where it minimizes the expected entropy of the clusters, While in LIMBO algorithm, the Information Bottleneck method to the problem of clustering categorical data in the large data set is used.
The problem of clustering categorical time-evolving data was first addressed by Chen et al [5] . Chen et al in [18] extended a categorical cluster representative technique, named NIR, for clustering on very large categorical database. This technique was used in order to represent clusters by distribution of the attribute values. Then they proposed MARDL framework to allocate each data point into the appropriate cluster. Based on this approach, presented a framework to perform clustering on categorical time-evolving data in [5] . The framework using DCD (Drifting Concept Detecting) algorithm, detects the drifting concepts at different sliding windows, and produces the clustering result based on current concept. In current paper is presented a new method for clustering categorical time-evolving data and conduces the running time is lower than MARDL framework.
RCRDE method:
For Problem description, a data set of the categorical data with concept drifting as a set of points is considered (each point has q attributes). Using the sliding windows technique [19] , the points are placed in the windows with size N. Each window W T has a time stamp T and at different time stamps, various clustering results are formed. C (Ti,Tj) is considered the clustering results from T i to T j . M is the number of data points that is received from data points set, in order to create a window with size N. One counter is used in order to keep the number of repetitions per data point. RDE algorithm to eliminate the repetitive data points in M is employed. Then, data points with its counters are entered into the sliding windows and in the next step initial clustering is performed on them. RCRDE method is independent of clustering algorithms type. In other words, this method is not affected by choosing any categorical clustering algorithms. In next time stamp, the next window is created to help the RDE algorithm, then Temporal clustering result on this window is obtained by data labeling. Chen et al proposed data labeling technique in [20] and they modified this technique to detect outliers in any window in [5] . next step of RCRDE method, the previous clustering results and the temporal clustering results generated by RDE algorithm and data labeling technique were compared with each other. If a drifting concept has been detected, reclustering would be performed, otherwise the previous results will be updated. The flowchart of clustering algorithm on the categorical data in this method using the RDE and RCRDE algorithm are shown in Figure. 2. In RCRDE method, repetitive data point would be checked by RDE algorithm when data point is received from input. If the data point is repeated, its counter's value would be increased, otherwise is placed inside the current sliding window. M is considered equal to the number of data points is received from input, until a window is made with size N without repetitive data points. The M value depends on the repetition rate of data points, the higher repetition rate of data points, accompanied by the larger M value and vice versa. For example, if D be the number of data points in the original data set, the best situation in RCRDE method for the data point clustering occurs when M is equal to D and the worst situation occurs when M is equal to N. In other words, in the worst situation there is no repeated point. If P is considered as probability of re-clustering in each sliding window, according to definitions in [5] , P is equal to:
P=P1+P2
Which P1 is probability of having a large number of outliers in the current window that identified by data labeling technique and P2 is probability of changing a large number of clusters in compare with the previous clustering results. In MARDL in per time stamp N data points are clustered, while
According to [5] drifting concept occurs when large number of outliers in the temporal clustering is found or a large number of clusters in compare with its previous status have been changed in the rate of data points. In [5] for detecting these changes, a threshold θ as outlier threshold is considered, if the ratio of outliers in the sliding window is larger than θ, the clustering results will change.
Also a double-threshold method to compare the clusters with its previous status is employed in [5] . ∈ as cluster variation threshold decides ratio of data points in a cluster is changed or not. Cluster is changed if the ratio of data points exceeds from cluster variation threshold. And η is considered as the cluster difference threshold, in which is large number of clusters has changed, in this case, the drifting concept has occurred in the current sliding window.
In RCRDE method using of eliminating the repetitive data points in each window and reducing the number of created windows, the drifting concept is defined as follows:
in RCRDE method M data points are clustered. So the number of windows in RCRDE method compared with previous methods is reduced. In other words, in this algorithm for M data points received from input, which N of them is nonrepetitive, one window is created, while in MARDL, M/N windows is created for the same input, as follows:
Function f(x) calculates the probability of re-clustering on a window. This function indicates re-clustering rate is reduced in RCRDE method compared with MARDL framework. Considering the repetition rate in the data points, as follows:
. . Data points d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 d10 d11 d12 d13 d14 d15 d16 d17 d18 d19 d20 p1 Example.1: In this example, is implemented RCRDE method on the same dataset presented in Figure. 1. This set is composed of twenty data points d 1 , d2, d20 . Each of these data points are composed of three attributes p i ( 1<i<3 ) and the sliding windows size N=5 and the number of clusters k=2.
Then data labeling is performed on W2. In data labeling using of NIR tables, temporary clustering results on the current sliding window is created and points that do not belong to any cluster are considered as outlier.
Using the RDE algorithm, sliding window W1 is created without the repetitive points. Each data point has a counter r i , (1< i< m j , m is the number of members per cluster and j is the number of clusters, 1<j <k) that keeps the number of its repetition. W1 using the initial clustering algorithm is clustered. The results of initial clustering on W1 are shown in the Figure. 3. In the next step sliding window W2 is created using RDE algorithm.
NIR table, where the importance of each attribute of data point in the cluster is located, related to each cluster is generated according to the formulas presented in [19] .The NIR tables are utilized to detect each data points in the current sliding window belong to which cluster, in the last clustering result. In this example, the threshold considered as: in temporary clustering results, if half of the data points is outlier or more than half of the clusters is change, re-clustering implements. In W2, due to the high rate of outliers, reclustering is needed. Clustering on the next sliding window of data set is shown in Figure. 4. In W 3 , the rate of clusters changed and rate of outliers is less than the thresholds, so the previous clustering results are updated and re-clustering is not necessary. Clustering result on the rest of data set is shown in Figure. 5. With the implementation of RCRDE method on the data set of this example, re-clustering occurs only once, while re-clustering needs to be perform 3 times using MARDL framework ( Figure.1 ).
RDE algorithm for analyzing the data received from input is created. If data point is repeated, this algorithm would increase data point's counter, Otherwise it would put in the sliding window. In this method the number of received data from the input, depends on the repetition rate (The higher repetition rate, to form a window, the more data is read from the input). The RDE algorithm is shown in Figure. 6.
Fig 6: the RE algorithm for eliminating of replicated data
On the window created by the RDE algorithm, data labeling is performed and the temporary clustering results generated and entered into the next step of RCRDE algorithm. In the RCRDE algorithm ( Figure.7) , the cluster distributions between the last clustering result and the temporal clustering results is compared and initial clustering algorithm is called if necessary.
EVALUATION RESULT
The result of implementation of RCRDE clustering method on categorical time-evolving data is shown in Figure. 8. In this implementation is used EM algorithm, which is proposed in [22] , to cluster data. A synthetic data set was used in these experiments. To evaluate the performance of RCRDE method, several data sets with various data sizes has been used ( Figure.8, part I) . In this comparison, the fixed number of clusters with the same dimensional was employed in various clustering result.
According to the results shown in part.I of Fig.8 , re-clustering rates in RCRDE method is less than re-clustering rates in MARDL. Of course, the rate of re-clustering in RCRDE method depends on the amount of repetition in input data. In part II of Figure. 8, several data sets with various percent of repetition in M has been used to evaluate the performance of this method (with fixed data size and fixed number of clusters). This survey illustrates the effect of replicated data on clustering rate. According to this results, more rate of repetition in the data points, which is received from input in order to create a sliding window, accompanied by the less rate of re-clustering in RCRDE method in compare with MARDL.
Fig 7: the RCRDE algorithm
In part III of Figure. 8 execution time of clustering in RCRDE method and MARDL framework on these data sets is shown. Considering this chart, the difference in repetition rates did not change the clustering execution time in the MARDL framework and this time is approximately equal in these datasets. In the first dataset, which has a lower repetition rate, the clustering execution time in this method and the MARDL framework is almost near together and in the last dataset, that contains more repetition rate, the clustering execution time in this approach compared to MARDL has further reduced. 
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CONCLUSIONS
In this study is proposed a method for clustering on timeevolving data in the categorical domains with the purpose of reducing execution time of clustering on this data. This method tries to improve the MARDL framework used to determining sliding windows without the repetitive data. For The percent of repetition on datasets
The percent of repetition in datasets Ti m e this reason, is presented RDE algorithm and RCRDE algorithms. The RDE algorithm is created to remove the successive surveys of repetitive in clustering process on categorical time-evolving data. The RCRDE algorithm, which using results generated by RDE algorithm and data labeling technique, decides to implement the re-clustering on data points. According to the results of experiments, the algorithm performs well in practice and not only reduces the number of sliding windows, but also speeds up the clustering implementation on categorical data. This method has a significant impact on datasets that have high repetition rate.
